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Photoshop's two basic
applications are Photoshop
Elements and Photoshop

CS. Elements has a greater
number of tools and

features for both
professionals and

amateurs. Elements is
available for both Macs
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and PCs, and there is a
version for Windows
Tablet PCs as well.

Photoshop CS gives you
the most advanced

professional features, with
lots of new tools and

processing options that
make your images look
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more like art. Photoshop
CS is available for

Windows and Macs, and
the CS3 version is

compatible with Windows
XP and Macintosh OS X.
In this book, you need to

know how to use
Photoshop Elements, how
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to use Photoshop, and how
to edit your images. You
also need to know how to

manage layers, how to
make selections, how to

reduce, correct, and
enhance the colors of your
images, and how to work

with the tools and features
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within each of these
applications. See Book I,

Chapter 1, for instructions
on these tasks. You can,
however, work more or

less independently in
either Photoshop or

Elements, and any of the
tools and functions
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described in this book can
be used in either program.
Creating a New Project To

get started using
Photoshop Elements or

Photoshop CS, you need to
create a new project. Do

so by using the New
Project dialog box, shown
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in Figure 2-1. After you
choose an image file, you

can also set the project
size, color mode (grayscale
or color), and resolution (4
pixels per inch [ppi], 300
ppi, or 600 ppi). You can
use any image type you

want, from JPG and TIFF
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images to PDF and BMP
files. Photoshop Elements

(Photoshop CS) and
Photoshop both allow you

to choose to create a
document or a web
template. Creating a

document means you're
setting the document size,
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location on the screen, and
the working file name for
this document. You can
create a template for a

specific set of elements in
the future, such as a

horizontal banner, a logo,
and the like. To create a
new document, choose
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File⇒New. To create a
template, choose

File⇒New, and then
choose Web Template

from the folder menu. The
program automatically
selects the appropriate

options for what you want
to create. **Figure 2-1:**
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Use the New Project
dialog box to create a new

project. Preparing the
Image You get the best

results when you prepare
images for editing. An

image
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Why use Photoshop
Elements? Photoshop

Elements comes packed
with all the features of

Adobe’s flagship software,
but with a simplified user

interface. While
Photoshop contains about

10 million functions,
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Photoshop Elements
contains about 60

thousand. This makes
Photoshop Elements much

easier to use and
understand. You won’t
need to master a tricky
new tool, which is what

Adobe calls them, in order
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to make a quick edit.
When you are not familiar
with a tool, the tool icon
only appears when you

hover your cursor over it.
This way, you don’t have
to memorize tool names,

and you won’t be confused
or wasting time when you
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accidentally use the wrong
tool or create a glitch or
mistake. The keyboard
shortcuts are simplified

and direct you to the most
useful shortcuts. You

won’t need to memorize
the commands and find
out what the command
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means after you have
started using Photoshop
Elements. The results of
Photoshop Elements are
usually more attractive

than the results of
Photoshop. You have to
work less, but the results

are more attractive. Search
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Photoshop Elements
Elements Another reason

to use Photoshop Elements
is to save money. Unlike
Photoshop, Photoshop

Elements has a lower price
and a smaller catalog of

features. The lowest priced
software, Photoshop
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Elements 18, costs about
$70 on the Mac App Store

or $50 for Windows
version at Adobe. While

Photoshop has about
$1,300 for a single
product, Photoshop

Elements has a single
product price of about
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$300. Photoshop Elements
comes with presets for

converting images and it
has a catalog of about 50
different ways to change
and improve an image.

This means you have a lot
of different ways to make
quick edits or even learn
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how to make a good
image. You can easily get
started with a free or low
cost trial of the software.
Photoshop Elements also

has a Creative Cloud
element, which is available

for $10 a month. This
includes a subscription for
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Photoshop, Lightroom,
Photography Plan and 1TB
of cloud storage. You can
also choose to pay $150
for a single Photoshop

product or about $300 for
a Photoshop Elements
catalog of 50 different

products. When is
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Photoshop no longer the
best option? If you are a
casual photographer and
you don’t need the extra

features Photoshop
Elements contains, or you
are just considering trying

Photoshop. There are a
couple reasons that
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Photoshop is not the best
option a681f4349e
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APPEALS FOR THE
NINTH CIRCUIT
ANDREW C. RICKS, No.
12-72044 Petitioner,
Agency No.
A078-523-071 v.
MEMORANDUM* ERIC
H. HOLDER, Jr., Attorney
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What's New in the?

In May 2014, a handsome
baby was born in
Lancaster, Ohio, that
might have seemed like
any other, except for one
thing: He was the
offspring of a couple that
had gotten married a year
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and a half earlier, by a
Nevada court. A year and
a half, or roughly the
amount of time it took to
play the big Elvis DVD
version of "Mystery Train"
through once, and for what
it's worth, that's a great
time on a Monday night.
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Yes, Dave Wilson and his
wife, Jamie, wed in Las
Vegas in July 2013, not far
from where Elvis first
strutted the stage, and not
far from where they live
now. They had no illusions
about Elvis, or themselves
for that matter. "We knew
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we were trying to get
divorced," Dave recalled,
"but we didn't know what
was going to happen." As
is common in Elvis
divorce cases, the couple
had very little money, just
a few thousand between
them. They agreed to try
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mediation instead. One of
their attorneys, Mark
Cochran, is based in
Shelby County, Ohio, and
had long represented Elvis'
mother, parents, siblings
and children. For a while,
it seemed like mediation
might save them. But then
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the unthinkable happened.
"They had this attorney out
in Las Vegas," Dave said,
"and he just said there was
no way we could divorce
each other." "We're like,
'What?'" Dave said, "He
said, 'You can’t divorce
each other. If you want to
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divorce each other, you
have to appear before a
judge in the county where
you live, and it's gonna be
a really expensive cost for
you. You're not going to
be able to file in a
different county.'" "And
that was pretty much
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where that was at," Dave
said. "Once you have a
court order signed,"
Cochran said, "the judge
has a lot of discretion
when it comes to
enforcement." The judge
had decided against
divorce because the couple
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was struggling and living
in debt – and the wife
hadn't wanted the husband
to leave, despite his history
as a cheater. "She couldn't
quite see it," Dave said.
"She was still kind of
hoping we'd work it out
somehow. I think she
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probably felt embarrassed
that we couldn't work it
out, but there was no way
she was gonna sign the
final divorce order." So
the couple stayed together,
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows
XP SP3 / Windows 7 /
Windows 8 Processor:
Intel Core 2 Duo @
2.4GHz / AMD Phenom II
X2 545 @ 2.8GHz
Memory: 4 GB RAM
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Graphics: Intel HD
Graphics 4000 / ATI
Mobility Radeon HD 4650
or later DirectX: Version
9.0c Hard Disk Space: 100
MB for saving Additional
Notes: The game can be
easily installed and played
on any existing Windows
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